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1. It is London’s Policy to neither collect nor in any way take possession of clients’ personal 
financial documentation (bank statements, account numbers, social security #, etc.). Everything 
that we do take possession of must be maintained in the file. If you have skyslope file, that 
information would be uploaded and then shredded. 

2. Delayed MLS listings are the way to go! Please talk with your sellers about the benefits of a 10-
15 day delayed listed AND use this opportunity to better support your London family with in-
house sales. 

3. Make sure that your marketing is hitting ALL generational segments. Some print, some social 
media, some face to face and by phone. Take advantage of the downloads that marketing 
created for your from info graphs and broker reports to the London Minute. “Push” these great 
tool out to your database and social site(s). 

4. A confused buyer doesn’t buy and a confused agent doesn’t take action/produce. To help give 
you a clear vision of what you want and the actions you must take to get there, we’re bringing 
you Ninja Selling! This program rocks – see your manager! 

5. Listings is the name of the game. Every listing will, on average, producer 2.5 transactions! 1 – 
The listing side plus 1.5 additional sides (buyers or other sellers – more listings!). What activities 
will you do today to produce listings? 

6. Here’s a great action step: 
 The U.S.’s aging population, adults 65 and over will grow from the current 48 million to 

over 79 million in the next 15 years. 
 Alarming is that only 3.5% of residential properties have the amenities and features that 

this aging population needs, like: wider entries and hallways, functional bathrooms, 
single store, attached garage, etc.  

 Opportunity! Get with Maria at Reliance Marketing and do a target mailing to 
households likely owned by baby boomers i.e. 2 story homes where the owner(s) have 
been there 20 years or more. They should sell now and buy into the limited supply of 
homes that will fit their needs for the coming years. Great idea! 

Go get ‘em!  


